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1

Apologies
At the close of the agenda no apologies had been received.

2

Leave of absence
At the close of the agenda no requests for leave of absence had been received.

3

Conflict of Interest
Councillors are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision-making
when a conflict arises between their role as a councillor and any private or other external
interest they might have.

4

Public Forum
Notification to speak is required by 12noon at least one clear day before the meeting.
Further information is available on www.southlanddc.govt.nz or phoning 0800 732 732.

5

Extraordinary/Urgent Items
To consider, and if thought fit, to pass a resolution to permit the Council to consider any
further items which do not appear on the Agenda of this meeting and/or the meeting to be
held with the public excluded.
Such resolution is required to be made pursuant to Section 46A(7) of the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987, and the Chairperson must advise:
(i)

The reason why the item was not on the Agenda, and

(ii)

The reason why the discussion of this item cannot be delayed until a subsequent
meeting.

Section 46A(7A) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 (as
amended) states:
(a)

(b)

6

that item may be discussed at that meeting if(i)

that item is a minor matter relating to the general business of the local
authority; and

(ii)

the presiding member explains at the beginning of the meeting, at a time
when it is open to the public, that the item will be discussed at the meeting;
but

no resolution, decision or recommendation may be made in respect of that item
except to refer that item to a subsequent meeting of the local authority for further

Confirmation of Council Minutes
6.1

Meeting minutes of Council, 16 December 2020
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Draft Significance and Engagement Policy - Submissions
Received
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:

R/20/12/69538
Carrie Adams, Intermediate Policy Analyst
Rex Capil, Group Manager Community and Futures

☒ Decision

☐ Recommendation

☐ Information

Purpose
1

The purpose of this report is to provide information to councillors on the feedback that was
received through submissions on the draft Significance and Engagement Policy (the draft policy).

Executive Summary
2

On 21 October 2020, Council endorsed the draft policy for public consultation. A copy of the
draft policy is included with this report as Attachment A. Submissions were accepted between 4
November and 4 December 2020.

3

Four submissions were received on the draft policy during the consultation period. These are
presented with this report in a submission booklet included as Attachment B.

4

All four submissions supported all the provisions in the draft policy.

5

At the Council meeting on 3 March 2021, staff are proposing to present the draft policy to
Council for it to deliberate and adopt.

Recommendation
That the Council:
a)

- Submissions
21 January 2021.

b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant in terms of
Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of the Local
Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this decision; and in
accordance with Section 79 of the act determines that it does not require further
information, further assessment of options or further analysis of costs and benefits
or advantages and disadvantages prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Receives all the written submissions on the draft Significance and Engagement
Policy.

7.1

Draft Significance and Engagement Policy - Submissions Received
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Background
6

The current Significance and Engagement Policy was adopted in 2017 as per the requirements of
the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA). The policy is reviewed every three years in the lead up
to the release of the Long Term Plan (LTP). The current policy is included with this report as
Attachment A.

7

The LGA provides some flexibility on how and when councils consult on a range of matters
outlined in the LGA. A significance and engagement policy is the partner to that flexibility, in
that the policy must advise the public of a council’s ‘house rules’ – that is how a council will
utilise the flexibility.

8

The proposed changes to the current policy are minor and include:

9

•

clarification of the factors used to assess the significance of an issue

•

changes to the provisions about engaging with iwi/Māori

•

updates to terminology and legislative references updates

•

removal of reference to community development area subcommittees

•

reformatting the engagement spectrum approach table, to make it more user friendly.

The LGA requires Council to list the assets it considers to be strategic, in this policy. The list of
strategic assets in the draft policy includes:
•

roading and bridge network as a whole

•

Around the Mountain Cycle Trail network as a whole

•

water treatment plants and reticulation networks as a whole

•

township wastewater treatment plants and reticulation networks as a whole

•

township stormwater reticulation networks as a whole

•

portfolio of District reserves (parks/reserves) as a whole

•

Stewart Island Electricity Supply Authority

•

Te Anau Airport at Manapouri as a whole

•

community housing as a whole.

10

The Around the Mountain Cycle Trail has been included as a strategic asset in the draft policy,
since it was last reviewed.

11

The effect of an asset being identified as strategic, is that a decision to transfer the ownership or
control of these assets must be explicitly provided for in Council’s LTP (LGA s.97(1)(b)). The
proposal for the decision to transfer ownership or control of the strategic asset must also be
explicitly included in the LTP consultation document (LGA s.97(2)(b)).

12

The wording ‘as a whole’ has been included in the description of a strategic asset in the draft
policy. This language permits the opportune purchase, replacement, sale or other dealings with
components of a strategic asset, outside of the LTP process. Where a strategic asset is a
network or has many components, decisions can be made on individual components within the
network.

7.1

Draft Significance and Engagement Policy - Submissions Received
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Issues
13

Four submissions were received on the draft policy. All of the submissions are presented in the
submission booklet included with this report as Attachment B.

14

All submitters supported all of the provisions in the draft policy.

15

A synopsis of the written feedback Council received on the draft policy, is outlined below.
TOPIC

FEEDBACK

Strategic assets

- notes that the Te Anau Manapouri airport will continue to be
considered as a strategic asset
- believes that it is appropriate to add the Around the
Mountain Cycle Trail to the list of strategic assets given the
considerable investment in the trail and the level of
community interest and comment that it has attracted
- supportive of the amended wording regarding wastewater
and stormwater facilities throughout the entire District
- agrees that community housing is a strategic asset
- strongly supports the inclusion of community housing being
listed as a strategic asset. This is because this housing allows
a diverse range of people to remain in our communities, and
there should be significant District-wide discussion before
Council considers not owning these assets.

Engagement

- considers that it is important to ensure that matters of
significance are brought to the community’s attention. It
should be noted that online/social media platforms cannot
be relied upon and that local print media should be used to
obtain as wide a spread as possible when consulting on
relevant matters
- believe that the link between Council and community boards
needs to be maintained and reflected in the policy in terms of
Council’s requirement to consult with the community boards
on matters affecting all or parts of the community. This
needs to be formally recognised in this policy. An approach
that works, regardless of meeting schedules, should be
found.

Factors to Consider
Legal and Statutory Requirements

16

Under s.76AA of the LGA, a significance and engagement policy is required to outline:
•

Council’s general approach to determining significance

•

any criteria or procedures that are to be used by Council in assessing extent to which matters
are significant or may have significant consequences

7.1

Draft Significance and Engagement Policy - Submissions Received
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•

how Council will respond to community preferences about engagement, including the form
of consultation that may be desirable

•

how Council will engage with communities on other matters.

17

A significance and engagement policy also must list the assets considered by councils to be
strategic assets.

18

Council has undertaken consultation on the draft policy in accordance with s.82 of the LGA.
The draft policy and relevant information was made widely available, and people were
encouraged to give their feedback on Council’s ‘make it stick’ platform by:
•

placing an advertisement in the Ensign and Southland Express

•

promoting consultation on Council’s Facebook page

•

having the draft policy accessible on Council’s website and at all of its offices

•

encouraging community boards to make a submission.

Community Views

19

A synopsis of the community views captured through the formal consultation process on the
draft policy has been outlined in the issues section of this report. The full submission booklet is
also attached.

20

Under Section 78 of the LGA, Council must, when deciding how to proceed, consider the views
and preferences of persons likely to be affected by, or to have an interest in, the matter.

21

There is not a requirement to agree with the submitters, but Council must consider the views that
have been expressed, with an open mind.
Costs and Funding

22

The costs associated with reviewing the policy include staff time and advertising. The draft policy
does not propose any significant changes to operational practice within Council. Costs will be
met within existing budgets.
Policy Implications

23

The draft policy proposes minor changes to the current policy. If adopted, it is likely that
Council will reach similar conclusions on the level of significance of particular matters, and that
community engagement will occur with similar frequency and in similar form, to what is done
currently.
Analysis
Assessment of Significance

24

Staff have assessed receiving submissions on the draft policy as not significant in accordance with
the LGA and Council’s current Significance and Engagement Policy.

7.1

Draft Significance and Engagement Policy - Submissions Received
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Recommended Option
25

Staff recommend Council proceed with the only practical option available to it - to receive the
written submissions on the draft Significance and Engagement Policy. The advantage of this
option is that Council can consider community views on this matter, and to comply with s.82
consultation requirements in the LGA. There are no known disadvantages associated with this
option.
Next Steps

26

Staff will present issues and options to Council for deliberation on 3 March 2020. Staff will also
present, at this meeting, the draft policy for adoption.

27

There is a requirement to review this policy within three years of it being adopted, so if the
draft bylaw is adopted in March 2021, a subsequent review will need to be completed in 2024.

Attachments
A
B

7.1

DRAFT Significance and Engagement Policy ⇩
Submissions booklet - Draft Significance and Engagement Policy ⇩

Draft Significance and Engagement Policy - Submissions Received
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Draft Policy on Development and Financial
Contributions - Submissions Received
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:

R/20/12/69552
Carrie Adams, Intermediate Policy Analyst
Anne Robson, Chief Financial Officer

☒ Decision

☐ Recommendation

☐ Information

Purpose
1

The purpose of this report is to provide information to councillors on the feedback that was
received through submissions on the draft Policy on Development and Financial Contributions
(the draft policy).

Executive Summary
2

On 21 October 2020, Council endorsed the draft policy for public consultation. A copy of the
draft policy is included with this report as Attachment A. Submissions were accepted between 4
November and 4 December 2020.

3

Three submissions were received on the draft policy during the consultation period. These are
presented with this report in a submission booklet included as Attachment B.

4

All three submissions supported all the provisions in the draft policy.

5

At the Council meeting on 3 March 2020, staff are proposing to present the draft policy to
Council for it to deliberate and adopt.

Recommendation
That the Council:
a)
Contributions -

21 January 2021.

b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant in terms of
Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of the Local
Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this decision; and in
accordance with Section 79 of the act determines that it does not require further
information, further assessment of options or further analysis of costs and benefits
or advantages and disadvantages prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Receives all the written submissions on the draft Policy on Development and
Financial Contributions.

7.2

Draft Policy on Development and Financial Contributions - Submissions Received
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Background
6

Council has a combined policy that outlines the approach to both development and financial
contributions.

7

Development contributions (DCs) are established under the Local Government Act 2002 (the
LGA) and are a capital charge on development to recover a fair, equitable and proportionate
share of the capital costs that development imposes on network/community
infrastructure. Financial contributions (FCs) are established under the Resource Management
Act 1991 (the RMA) and are a capital charge for works undertaken to mitigate the environmental
effects of subdivision, land use and development.

8

The draft policy is consistent with the current policy in that it puts the collection of DCs into
remission on the basis that Council wants to encourage growth. The FC part of the policy is
operative.

9

Only minor changes have been made to the draft policy. Data on projected population growth in
the District has been updated to give a more accurate view of the likely growth. Minor changes
have also been made to update legislation and dates. Schedules one and two have also been
updated. These schedules outline the projects being undertaken over the period for the Long
Term Plan (LTP) 2021-31 that have a demand related component.
Issues

10

Three submissions were received on the draft policy. These submissions are presented in the
submission booklet included with this report as Attachment B.

11

All three submitters supported all of the provisions in the draft policy.

12

A synopsis of the written feedback Council received on the draft policy is outlined below.
TOPIC

FEEDBACK

General

-

Development
contributions

Financial
contributions

7.2

wishes to see Council continue to address the previous underfunding of
infrastructure projects to ensure these are fit for purpose, both now and
in the future.
- supports Council to continue to support and enable the economic growth
and development of the community and region at large by continuing to
keep the payment of development contributions in remission
- should development contributions be reintroduced at any point,
requests that there should be prior consultation. If these are
reintroduced they should be fairly and transparently calculated and
charged in relation to the activity being undertaken.
- supportive of continuing to charge financial contributions to offset the
negative impacts of development. Acknowledges the substantial cost
towards maintaining the roading network. When FCs are used for
reserves, development should be in keeping with natural
environment/surrounding.

Draft Policy on Development and Financial Contributions - Submissions Received
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Factors to Consider
Legal and Statutory Requirements

13

Section 102 of the LGA requires that Council have a policy on DCs or FCs.

14

Section 106 of the LGA sets out the requirements of the policy. Sections 197-211 and Schedule
13 cover the application and calculation methodology related to contributions.

15

When developing a financial and development contributions policy, Council must consider a
number of principles that are outlined in the LGA. Section 197AB(a) outlines that DCs should
only be required if developments will create or have created the need for Council to provide new
or additional assets or assets of increased capacity.

16

Council must also consider the principle in s.197AB(c) of the LGA, which outlines that cost
allocations used to establish DCs should be determined according to, and be proportional to, the
persons who will benefit from the assets to be provided (including the community as a whole) as
well as those who created the need for those assets.

17

Council may review its position on contributions at any time, but is required do so no more than
three years from the date on which it adopts an LTP. The current policy therefore must be
reviewed by June 2021. The reason that review of this policy is occurring now, is so that
decisions made as outcomes of the review process can inform the LTP 2021-31.

18

Council has undertaken consultation on the draft policy in accordance with s.82 of the LGA.
The draft policy and relevant information was made widely available, and people were
encouraged to give their feedback on Council’s ‘make it stick’ platform by:
•

placing an advertisement in the Ensign and Southland Express

•

promoting consultation on Council’s Facebook page

•

having the draft policy accessible on Council’s website and at all of its offices

•

encouraging community boards to make a submission.

Community Views

19

A summary of the community views captured through the formal consultation process on the
draft policy, has been outlined in the issues section of this report. The full submission booklet is
also attached.

20

Under Section 78 of the LGA, Council must, when deciding how to proceed, consider the views
and preferences of persons likely to be affected by, or to have an interest in, the matter.

21

There is not a requirement to agree with the submitters, but Council must consider the views that
have been expressed, with an open mind.
Costs and Funding

22

As the draft policy has the same approach to both DCs and FCs as the current policy, the funding
obtained through FCs is likely to be similar to what is currently collected. The revenue collected
will be dependent on the economic cycle and trends in development.

7.2

Draft Policy on Development and Financial Contributions - Submissions Received
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23

The costs associated with reviewing the policy include staff time and advertising. The draft policy
does not propose any significant changes to operational practice within Council. Costs will be
met within existing budgets.
Policy Implications

24

The draft policy would continue to have DCs in remission. If adopted, DCs will not be assessed
when development takes place.

25

Continuing to have the DC part of the policy in remission would mean that the costs associated
with demand are borne by ratepayers (and by those who have paid previous DCs). However,
Council has taken an approach that encourages development in Southland District, recognising
that this will benefit the community as a whole.
Analysis
Assessment of Significance

26

Staff have assessed receiving submissions on the draft policy as not significant in accordance with
the LGA and Council’s current Significance and Engagement Policy.
Recommended Option

27

Staff recommend Council proceed with the only practical option available to it - to receive the
written submissions on the draft Policy on Development and Financial Contributions. The
advantage of this option is that Council can consider community views on this matter, and to
comply with s.82 consultation requirements in the LGA. There are no known disadvantages
associated with this option.
Next Steps

28

Staff will present issues and options to Council for deliberation on 3 March 2020. Staff will also
present, at this meeting, the draft policy for adoption.

29

There is a requirement to review this policy within three years of it being adopted, so if the
draft bylaw is adopted in March 2021, a subsequent review will need to be completed in 2024.
It is intended that the draft policy would come into effect in line with the new financial year
(1 July 2021).

Attachments
A
B

7.2

DRAFT Policy on Development and Financial Contributions ⇩
Submissions booklet - Draft Policy on Development and Financial Contributions ⇩
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Draft Procurement Policy - Submissions
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:

R/21/1/191
Robyn Rout, Policy Analyst
Matt Russell, Group Manager Services and Assets

☐ Decision

☐ Recommendation

☒ Information

Purpose
1

The purpose of this report is to provide councillors the feedback that was received through
submissions on the draft Procurement Policy.

Executive Summary
2

Staff are currently in the process of reviewing Council’s Procurement Policy.

3

On 21 October 2020, Council endorsed a draft policy for public consultation. A copy of the draft
policy is included with this report as Attachment A. Four submissions were received during the
consultation period that ran from 4 November to 4 December 2020. The submissions are
presented with this report in a submission booklet included as Attachment B.

4

The draft policy outlines a set of procurement policy objectives, and includes policy statements
on how Council will achieve those objectives. The draft policy will be applied when any good,
service or asset is actively being sought from a supplier.

5

To sit alongside the policy, staff have been developing a procurement manual that will include
the practical steps that staff will have to go through to procure.

6

Staff are proposing that Council deliberate on the draft policy on 24 February 2021. At that
meeting, staff will recommend Council endorse a policy approach.

7

Following the 24 February Council meeting, staff will:

7.3

•

finalise the procurement manual and ensure it implements Council’s desired policy
approach

•

present the procurement manual to the Finance and Assurance Committee, and
recommend that the committee endorse the manual

•

request ELT adopt the procurement manual, with the manual to come into effect upon
implementation of the draft policy

•

present the draft policy to Council for adoption

•

ensure appropriate information and training is provided to staff, so staff can effectively
implement the policy.

Draft Procurement Policy - Submissions
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Recommendation
That Council:
a)

-

21

January 2021.
b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant in terms of
Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of the Local
Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this decision; and in
accordance with Section 79 of the act determines that it does not require further
information, further assessment of options or further analysis of costs and benefits
or advantages and disadvantages prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Receives the written submissions on the draft Procurement Policy.

Background
8

The current Procurement Policy was adopted in 2010, and is due for review.
The Draft Policy

9

The draft policy has been informed by the best practice guidelines of the Office of the Auditor
General (OAG) and the Government Procurement Rules, and the requirements of the Local
Government Act 2002 (LGA).

10

The draft policy establishes a decision-making framework for procurement that aims to achieve a
number of objectives. The draft policy has a series of high-level policy statements on how
Council will achieve those objectives.

11

The draft policy outlines that to achieve public value, Council will consider, in addition to quality
and whole-of-life costs, other outcomes that can be generated from procurement activities. These
outcomes can be social, environmental, cultural or economic, and include costs and benefits to
the district. The policy enables staff to identify evaluation criteria (such as supporting local
suppliers, achieving environmental outcomes etc) and make procurement decisions based on
those criteria.

12

Council’s current procurement policy also has a similar policy approach, as it outlines that
Council will try and achieve broader social outcomes. The draft policy does not propose a
significant change this policy approach.

13

Compared to the current policy, the draft policy places more emphasis on undertaking
appropriate procurement planning, keeping good records of procurement processes, and having
good relationships with suppliers. The draft policy also places more emphasis on identifying and
managing risk appropriately, through the procurement process.
The Draft Manual

14

A draft manual is also being produced that contains a series of steps that staff must complete
before they procure. This manual will practically implement the procurement policy. As the
procurement manual is an operational document, it will not be put out for formal public
consultation. When it is completed, staff will request that the Finance and Assurance Committee
endorse the draft manual. This is appropriate as the Finance and Assurance Committee has the
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delegated authority to ensure Council is complying with laws and best practice guidelines, and to
ensure that Council has embedded a culture that is committed to probity and ethical behaviour.
15

Due to the operational nature of the procurement manual, the final version will be adopted by
the executive leadership team. The draft manual states that changes to the manual can be made
with approval by the chief executive and the chair of the Finance and Assurance Committee.
Early Feedback Received on Draft Policy

16

Staff sought early feedback from both internal and external stakeholders, on the draft policy.

17

Staff provided a selection of suppliers with a copy of the draft policy, and sought feedback from
suppliers and Te Ao Marama. Staff only received a response from two suppliers, who were
supportive of the policy approach proposed.

18

On 11 September 2020, the Finance and Assurance Committee also considered the draft policy.
The committee gave feedback on two main aspects of the draft policy. The committee were
interested in how staff would try and achieve public value, and staff outlined that a procurement
manual would guide staff through that process. The committee were also interested in how the
policy would be monitored and reviewed. The committee recommended to Council that the
policy was put out for public consultation.
Issues

19

Four submissions were received on the draft policy. All of the submissions are presented in the
submission booklet included with this report as Attachment B.

20

In response to a survey question drafted by staff, three of the submitters stated that they either
supported ‘all’ or ‘some’ of the provisions in the draft policy. One submitter did not answer this
survey question.
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21

A synopsis of the written feedback Council received on the draft policy, is outlined below.
TOPIC

FEEDBACK

Local businesses

-

that a new policy objective should be included, outlining that
Council will support local business (where qualifying criteria
are met)

-

if the new objective is included, Council should take a more
proactive approach with local suppliers, encouraging them to
be involved in tenders

-

Council should be proactive, educating and encouraging local
suppliers to become an ‘approved supplier’

-

tenders from local suppliers should be appropriately
weighted in tender assessments.

Public value

- all factors in relation to supply should be considered (not just
price)– the proposed evaluation criteria (considering
economic, social, environmental and cultural) should achieve
this
- assessments should be made against future liability as well as
initial cost.

Government
Procurement Rules and
the Best Practice
Guidelines of the Office
of the Auditor General

- agreement that Council should have a policy in line with the
rules/guidelines.

Relationship with
Procurement Manual

- that as long as the procurement manual reflects the
procurement policy, the policy will be delivered
- the policy should be the overarching document that guides
the procurement manual. As the policy refers to the manual,
and the manual was not available at the time of consultation,
a submitter felt they were unable to provide adequate
feedback, as the policy did not adequately inform the public
of the approach (as some information is outlined in the
manual).

Other

- agreement that procurement processes should be fair,
equitable, transparent and consistent
- agreement that procurement processes should appropriately
manage risk.

Factors to Consider
Legal and Statutory Requirements

22

The OAG and Government Procurement Rules outline that councils should have their own
procurement policy and processes in place, that are tailored to their operating environment.
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23

The LGA (section 14) details principles relating to local authorities. A number of these principles
relate to Council’s procurement activities, and the draft policy is in accordance with these
principles.

24

Other legislation that is relevant to procurement is:


Civil Defence Emergency Management
Act 2002



Local Government Act 2002



Local Government Official Information
and Meetings Act 1987



Commerce Act 1986



Construction Contracts Act 2002



Official Information Act 1982



Contract and Commercial Law Act 2017



Privacy Act 1993



Fair Trading Act 1986



Public Audit Act 2001



Goods and Services Tax Act 1985



Public Finance Act 1989



Health and Safety at Work Act 2015



Public Records Act 2005



Land Transport Act 1998



Public Works Act 1981



Land Transport Management Act 2003



Resource Management Act 1991



Local Authorities (Members’ Interests)
Act 1968



Withholding Tax Regulations.

25

Best practice guidelines are an important part of Council’s procurement activity. The
Government’s procurement policy framework, consisting of principles, a charter, rules and good
practice guidance set the government’s expectations for how government agencies should
approach procurement activities. The draft policy is informed by this framework, but it is noted
that Council is not currently bound by the rules. Other government entities, such as government
departments and ministries, are bound. In October 2020, the Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment sought feedback from the local government sector on potential impacts if the
sector was required to apply the Government Procurement Rules. This indicates changes may be
afoot in the procurement space, but that this stage staff cannot be certain of the exact nature of
the changes or when they would be implemented.

26

The OAG also provides guidance on procurement that is designed for use by any public entity.
Again, the draft policy has been informed by this guidance.

27

Staff have consulted on the draft policy in accordance with section 82 of the LGA. Staff have
made the draft policy and relevant information publicly available and encouraged people to give
feedback on Council’s ‘make it stick’ platform, by:


placing an advertisement in the Ensign and Southland Express



promoting consultation on Council’s Facebook page



having the draft policy accessible on Council’s website and at all of its offices



encouraging community boards to make a submission.
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28

A synopsis of the community views captured through the formal consultation process on the
draft policy, has been outlined in the ‘issues’ section of this report. The full submission booklet is
also attached.

29

Under Section 78 of the LGA, Council must, when deciding how to proceed, consider the views
and preferences of persons likely to be affected by, or to have an interest in, the matter. There is
not a requirement to agree with the submitters, but Council must consider the views that have been
expressed, with an open mind.
Costs and Funding

30

Costs associated with staff time and advertising will be met within current budgets.

31

As an indication of the amount Council spends on procurement, in the year ended 30 June 2019,
Council spent $24.994m on ‘activity capital expenditure’ (including vested assets) and $41.319m
on operational expenditure (excluding employee benefit expenses, depreciation and amortisation
and finance costs). As Council spends a significant amount of public money, it is seeking to
ensure all procurement is undertaken and managed in a way consistent with legislation, good
practice and a sound business approach.
Policy Implications

32

The current procurement policy includes high level policy statements and the procedural steps
necessary to undertake procurement. The draft policy differs from the current policy, as the draft
just includes high-level policy information. On this basis, the current and draft policies will be
used quite differently.

33

If adopted in its current state, the draft policy sets an expectation that staff will undertake
thorough procurement planning, keeping good records of procurement processes, and identify
and manage risk appropriately. The extra time staff will have to spend on these tasks has not
been formally quantified – but staff consider the tasks are necessary, to meet best-practice
standards.
Analysis
Assessment of Significance

34

Staff have assessed receiving submissions on the draft policy as not significant in accordance with
the LGA and Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy.
Recommended Option

35

Staff recommend Council proceed with the only practical option available to it - to receive the
written submissions on the draft policy. The advantages of this option are that Council can
consider community views on this matter, and comply with s.82 consultation requirements in the
LGA. There are no known disadvantages associated with this option.
Next Steps
Progressing to Adopt the Policy and Manual

36

Staff intend to hold deliberations on the draft policy at the Council meeting being held on 24
February 2021. At that meeting, staff will seek input from councillors and request Council to
endorse particular policy positions.
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37

Staff will use the information obtained at the Council meeting on 24 February 2020 to finalise the
procurement manual (staff will ensure the manual implements Council’s desired policy position).
Staff will then present the draft manual to the Finance and Assurance Committee, and request
the committee endorse the manual.

38

The final step will be for Council to adopt the procurement policy. Council may also have to
make some minor changes to the Delegations Manual at this time, to ensure appropriate
delegations/authorities are in place. It is proposed that the executive leadership team will bring
the Procurement Manual into effect at the same time as the new Procurement Policy.
Implementation and review

39

Staff will be informed about the new policy and manual, and training will be provided. Particular
roles within Council will receive more in-depth training and support. It is being considered
whether minimum training standards for staff are appropriate. In some areas of Council, there
will be specialist procurement roles to help ensure consistent procurement.

40

Staff are aware procurement within Council will need to be evaluated, to ensure that Council is
achieving its policy objectives. It has been discussed whether a group within Council should be
tasked with reviewing a set number of procurements on an annual basis, when the contracts are
finished. The review would involve establishing evaluation criteria and liaising with staff to assess
whether Council has been effectively implementing the procurement policy.

41

It is proposed to review the new procurement policy and manual, triennially.

Attachments
A
B
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Draft Revenue and Financing Policy and Rating Review Continued Deliberations and Adoption
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Approved by:

R/21/1/43
Nicole Taylor, Finance Development Co-ordinator
Anne Robson, Chief Financial Officer

☒ Decision

☐ Recommendation

☐ Information

Purpose
1

The purpose of this report is to present the draft Revenue and Financing Policy (the draft policy)
for continued deliberations and adoption. This report also confirms the changes associated with
the rating review for use in the Long Term Plan 2031 (LTP), and related consultation document
and supporting information.

Executive summary
2

Council has completed public consultation on the draft policy and rating review and has
considered the 29 submissions that were received.

3

At its meeting on 16 December 2020, Council deliberated and recommended changes to the draft
policy and rating approach. In this report, staff are confirming the changes that have been made
as detailed below.
Changes endorsed by Council to the rating review
 amend the Fiordland Community Board rural rating area to exclude the Milford community
 amend the Fiordland Community Board urban rating area to exclude properties in Patience

Bay, Rocky Ridge, the area around the golf course and William Stephens Drive and to the
east and define these properties as Fiordland Community Board semi-urban rating area.

Changes endorsed by Council to the draft Revenue and Financing Policy
 retain general rate funding (low band) towards the Te Anau Airport Manapouri noting that

the actual level of general rate funding for the activity in the LTP will be set at 0% until a
long-term business case (clarifying the district benefit of the activity and development plan
for the airport) is considered by Council.
4

In addition, staff are proposing a number of other changes to the version of the draft policy and
rating approach that went out for public consultation for Council to deliberate including:
 updating the operating expenditure funding summary in the draft policy (page 7-8 attachment

A and relevant activities in section 2.3.2 from page 9 onwards) to reflect the funding sources
from the draft LTP 2031 budgets. This has resulted in the changes to the activity funding
sources for the four activities - Airport, Council/Community buildings, Waste Services and
Community Assistance.
The operating expenditure funding summary has also been amended to include information
related to the LTP activity groups as well as the sub-activities which make these up. The
information means that non-direct corporate overhead costs (for corporate functions like
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information management, people and capability, finance and customer service) are allocated
at the activity group level only (these are typically funded by the general rate). This enables
the funding sources for the activity groups to be matched with the LTP activity funding
impact statements.
 various other minor administrative changes to the draft policy (attachment A) including:

- amending the wording in the draft policy about phasing in depreciation to enable the
timeframe to be amended as part of the LTP discussions (page 5)
- specifying targeted rates as a capital expenditure funding source for cemeteries and
Council/community buildings to enable any local rate contributions for specific
cemetery/community building projects (page 10)
- explanation about cycle trail operating expenditure being funded by the general rate under
the roads activity funding needs analysis (page 16)
- removal of overhead commentary in the water and wastewater activity funding needs
analysis (page 18-19) following on from the review of overhead allocations
- addition of “district” to targeted rate catchment description for the community assistance
activity funding tools in the activities funding needs analysis (to reflect regional heritage
rate) (page 21)
- other grammatical and wording changes as detailed in the tracked changes
 confirming the rating boundary map to define the area of service for the new Stewart Island

Electricity Supply Authority (SIESA) local targeted rate (Map 219 attachment B).
5

Staff have incorporated these changes into the draft policy (attachment A) and rating boundaries
(attachment B). The changes that relate to rating will be used in the finalisation of the upcoming
LTP consultation document and associated supporting information. Council will determine the
specific funding amounts (within the funding bands identified in the draft policy) when finalising
the LTP budgets.

6

Staff are now asking Council to deliberate on the changes to the draft policy proposed in this
report and adopt the draft policy. As well, this report requests Council deliberate and endorse the
proposed rating changes and associated boundaries. These will form a supporting document for
the LTP.

7

If Council adopt the draft policy, this will come into force from 1 July 2021 and also be included
in the final LTP document.

8

If any further material changes to the policy are indicated as a result of the finalisation of the
budgets for the LTP consultation document, Council may also need to undertake further
consultation alongside the LTP 2031.
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Recommendation
That Council:
a)

21 January 2021

b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as significant in terms of
Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of the Local
Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this decision; and in
accordance with Section 79 of the act determines that it does not require further
information, further assessment of options or further analysis of costs and benefits or
advantages and disadvantages prior to making a decision on this matter

d)

Notes that the draft policy that Council endorsed for consultation included a number
of key changes from the current policy including:
- funding the rate portion of the waste management activity from the general rate
(high band)
- funding the rate portion of the cemeteries, litter bins and local representation
(community board) business units fully from the general rate
- funding a portion of the operating costs of the water facility activity (related to
Stewart Island wharfs and jetties) from the general rate (low band)
- funding a portion of the operating costs of the airport activity (Te Anau Airport
Manapouri) from the general rate (low band)
- funding a portion of the operating costs for the Stewart Island Electricity Supply
Authority activity from a targeted rate (low band).

e)

7.4

Notes that at the 16 December 2020 Council meeting, Council agreed to confirm the
draft policy and rating review as consulted on with the following changes:
-

amend the Fiordland Community Board rural rating area to exclude the Milford
community

-

amend the Fiordland Community Board urban rating area to exclude properties
in Patience Bay, Rocky Ridge, area around golf course and William Stephens
Drive and to the east and define these properties as Fiordland Community Board
semi-urban rating area

-

agrees to the inclusion of general rate funding (low band) towards the Te Anau
Airport Manapouri in the Revenue and Financing Policy, noting this sit at 0%
until a long-term business case and development plan for the airport is
considered by Council that clarifies the district benefit of the activity.
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Considers and endorses the following minor amendments to the draft policy since it
was put out for consultation:
-

amending the operating expenditure funding summary (page 7-8 Attachment A)
to include information related to the LTP activity groups as well as the
sub-activities which make these up

-

updating the operating expenditure funding summary (page 7-8 Attachment A
and section 2.3.2) for airport, Council/community buildings, waste services and
community assistance sub-activities to reflect the funding sources for the draft
LTP 2031 budgets

-

various other minor administrative changes.

g)

Adopts the draft Revenue and Financing Policy, which will come into effect on 1 July
2021 (Attachment A).

h)

Endorses the revised rating approach for the Long Term Plan 2031 including the
rating area of service boundaries (Attachment B) as follows:
- nine targeted community board rates with urban (full charge), semi-urban (half
charge) and rural (quarter charge) differentials based on defined areas of service
- a district-wide targeted stormwater rate with serviced (full charge) and unserviced
(quarter charge) differentials based on defined areas of service
- a local targeted Stewart Island Electricity Supply Authority rate based on a defined
area of service for properties able to be connected to the supply with a differential:


full charge for all rating units (other than vacant non-contiguous)



half charge for vacant non-contiguous rating units.

Background
9

The draft Revenue and Financing Policy (the draft policy) sets out the ways Council intends to
pay for the operating and capital expenditure of each of the activities that Council provides, and
why. It is the first step in the rate-setting process as it identifies the activities that will be funded
by rates, as well as determining the levels of fees and charges and other sources funding.

10

The current policy was adopted in 2018 in conjunction with the LTP 2018-2028. The current
policy is included in attachment C.

11

Council is required to review the policy every three years and must adopt the final policy before
the Long Term Plan (LTP) 2031. The statutory provisions relating to the review of the policy are
detailed in s.103 and s.101(3) Local Government Act 2002 (LGA). This requires Council to
follow a set process for developing the policy by applying a set of principles to consider how
each activity should be funded and then considering the overall impact that the proposed funding
allocation has on community wellbeing.

12

The draft policy is intended to be set at a relatively high level and provides the overall framework
and guidelines for how Council will fund its activities and, as a result, how it will set rates and
fees as part of the LTP 2031 (effective from 1 July 2021).

13

Council endorsed the draft policy and associated approach to rating for public consultation at its
meeting on 21 October 2020.
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14

The public consultation period ran from 4 November to 4 December 2020 and 29 submissions
were received.

15

Council considered submissions and deliberated the draft policy at its meeting on 16 December
2020, and indicated the changes to be made to the draft policy and approach to rating as a result.

16

Staff have incorporated these changes into the draft policy (attachment A) with relevant rating
changes to be incorporated into the upcoming LTP consultation document and associated
supporting information including the rates funding impact statement and finalised rating maps
(attachment B).

17

If Council adopts the draft policy, it will come into force from 1 July 2021.

18

If any further material changes to the draft policy are indicated as a result of the finalisation of
the budgets for the LTP consultation document, Council may also need to undertake further
consultation on these proposed changes alongside the LTP.
Issues

19

In the consultation Council sought feedback on the full draft policy and specific proposals for
change in terms of how certain activities were funded and the method of rating including:
i. local activities to be funded by nine new targeted local (community board) rates with
urban (full charge), semi-urban (half charge) and rural (quarter charge) differentials based on
revised rating boundaries
ii. funding local representation (community boards), cemeteries and litter bins district-wide
through the general rate
iii. funding stormwater through a new district-wide targeted rate with serviced (full charge)
and unserviced (quarter charge) differentials based on new rating boundaries
iv. funding a portion of the costs of the Stewart Island Rakiura wharves and jetties from the
local targeted (community board) rate, district-wide through the general rate, as well as
through grants/subsidises (e.g. visitor levy) and commercial user fees
v. funding a portion of the costs of the Stewart Island Electricity Supply Authority from a
new targeted local rate
vi. funding a portion of the costs of the Te Anau Airport Manapouri district-wide through
the general rate
vii. funding waste management through the district-wide general rate
viii. proposed retention of the current approach for funding wastewater per pan taking into
account other options considered.

20

Council considered submissions and deliberated on the draft policy at its meeting on
16 December 2020, and agreed to retain the all of the proposals put forward in the draft policy
for consultation) with two changes and one clarification as follows:
-

amending the Fiordland Community Board rural rating area to exclude the Milford
community (refer to map 178 in attachment B)

-

amending the Fiordland Community Board urban rating area to exclude properties in
Patience Bay, Rocky Ridge, area around the golf course and William Stephens Drive and to
the east and define these properties as Fiordland Community Board semi-urban rating area
(refer to maps 206 and 220 in attachment B)
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resolving that any general rate funding for the Te Anau Airport Manapouri be set at 0% until
a long-term business case and development plan for the airport is considered by Council.

21

A number of rating boundary maps were prepared to identify the catchments for the area of
service related to the proposed new rates (attachment B). These included maps for the new
community board and stormwater rates.

22

Staff have subsequently defined the catchment for the new Stewart Island Electricity Supply
Authority local rate which is based on an assessment of the electricity network area of service
(refer to map 219 in attachment B). All rateable land within the area (red line) capable of
connecting to the power supply will pay the rate on the basis of a differential. Staff have
circulated the proposed rating boundary to representatives of the Stewart Island Community
Board for review. Staff will advise Council verbally at this meeting of any resulting feedback. Any
further changes can then be considered by staff and Council ahead of finalising the proposed
boundary that will be applied in the LTP rates funding impact statement.

23

Staff are also proposing changes to the operating expenditure funding summary (page 7-8
attachment A) to include information related to the LTP activity groups as well as the subactivities which make these up. The information means that non-direct corporate overhead costs
(for corporate functions like information management, people and capability, finance and
customer service) are allocated at the activity group level only (these are typically funded by the
general rate). This enables the funding sources for the activity groups to be matched with the
LTP activity funding impact statements. This stems from the change in activity groups and the
review of how corporate overhead costs are being allocated for the LTP. The draft policy also
clarifies that the activity funding analysis presented at the sub-activity level (from page 9 of
attachment A onwards) excludes the non-direct corporate overhead costs. This change enables
readers to see the overall funding for each activity group that will link to the funding impact
statements in the LTP whilst retaining the additional detail at the sub-activity level which is likely to
be more relevant for the reader.

24

Staff are also proposing further changes to the operating expenditure funding summary in the
policy (page 7-8 attachment A and section 2.3.2 where relevant). These changes reflect the updated
the funding sources to reflect the draft LTP 2031 budgets. This has resulted in the changes to the
activity funding sources for the four activities as follows:
-

Airport targeted rate funding changing from medium to high given Council’s decision to set
general rate funding at 0%.

-

Council / community buildings funding mix changing from the draft policy (general rate
from high to medium, targeted rate funding from 0 to low and other funding from low to
medium). The draft policy did not incorporate funding for community buildings like the
Winton Maternity Centre and various camping grounds which are part-funded through
community board (targeted) rates. The policy has been updated to include the funding for
these buildings as part of the Council/community buildings sub-activity. The inclusion of
these targeted rates has also resulted in subsequent change in the proportion of funding from
the general rate and other funding.

-

Waste Services funding mix changing from the draft policy (general rate from high to low,
targeted rates from low to medium). The draft policy did not reflect the appropriate level of
funding from the targeted rates for rubbish/recycling bins. This has now been incorporated
into the final policy and the funding proportions have been adjusted as a result.
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-

25

Community Assistance funding mix changing (general rate from high to medium, fees and
charges from low to 0). The draft policy did not reflect the funding of the Regional Heritage
Rate which is a targeted rate. This reduced the level of general rate funding overall. The draft
LTP budgets also have no funding needed from fees and charges for this activity so this has
been removed from the policy.

Staff have also made a number of minor administrative amendments to the draft policy and
approach to rating including:
Description of Change

1. amending the wording in the draft policy about phasing in
depreciation
2. removal of overhead commentary in the water and wastewater
activity funding needs analysis

Page Reference
Attachment A

5
18-19

3. specifying targeted rates as a capital expenditure funding source for
cemeteries and council/community buildings to enable any local
rate contributions for specific cemetery or local community building
projects

10

4. explanation about the Around the Mountains Cycle Trail operating
expenditure being funded by the general rate under the roads
activity funding needs analysis

16

5. addition of “District” to targeted rate catchment description for the
community assistance activity funding tools in the activities funding
needs analysis (to reflect regional heritage rate)

21

6. inclusion of an additional disclosure in appendix A – Overview of
the Roading Rate Model to clarify that this information is provided
for explanatory purposes only and does not form part of the policy.
This is because the rates data and some of the model data changes
for each annual plan and long term plan. Do we need to update the
roading rate table for 2021/2031 or can we at this stage?

24

7. other grammatical and wording changes as detailed in the tracked
changes.

Various

Factors to consider
Legal and statutory requirements

26

Council is required by LGA (s.102) to adopt and include a Revenue and Financing Policy for
inclusion in the final adopted LTP, to provide predictability and certainty about sources and
levels of funding of Council’s activities.

27

The policy allows Council to comply with legislation by operating a balanced budget and being
financially prudent.

28

Section 103 of the LGA outlines the mix of funding tools available to Council.
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29

The policy must detail Council’s approach for funding operating and capital expenses from these
sources (refer sections 2.2 and 2.3 on pages 2-6 of the draft policy in attachment A).

30

Where the policy allows a general rate to fund activities, the policy must also set out the choice of
valuation base, the use of differentials (and matters used to construct the differential) and the use
of uniform annual general charges.

31

Table 1 on page 4 of the draft policy details this by stating “the general rate is set on a rate in the dollar
charged on capital value and a Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC), which is a flat amount levied on each
rating unit. The general rate is not set on a differential basis”.

32

Where the draft policy allows for targeted rates, it must identify what activities these fund,
however no other information is required about the nature of the targeted rates (refer to table 3
and section 2.3.2 in the draft policy in attachment A).

33

The funding choices made in the draft policy balance the requirements of the LGA, s.101(3).
This requires a two stage process to be followed when making decisions about how activities will
be funded, taking into account a set of funding principles (s.101(3)(a)) and then considering the
impact of the overall allocation of revenue liability on community wellbeing (s.101(3)(b)).

34

The draft policy was developed after considering these principles and this is detailed in the draft
policy in the detailed activity funding analysis (from page 9 onwards).

35

Council has undertaken consultation on the draft policy in a manner which complies with the
principles of the LGA (s.82).
Community views

36

A summary of the community views captured through the consultation process on the draft
policy were outlined in the report that went to Council on 16 December 2020. The full
submission booklet of the feedback received was also included as an attachment to that report.

37

29 submissions were received on the draft policy and rating review. This feedback added to that
provided by community boards in workshops held throughout 2020 was used to develop the
proposed rating approach and inform the funding tool selection in the draft policy.

38

Overall, the submissions were generally supportive of the draft policy and proposed rating
approach with the 21 completed feedback forms indicating:
 89% support for all properties contributing towards local services through community board

rates and 95% supporting the use of urban, semi-urban and rural differentials for these rates
 95% support of district-wide funding for local representation, cemeteries and litter bins
 86% support of district-wide funding for stormwater with serviced and unserviced

differentials
 76% support for local rate funding for the Stewart Island Electricity Supply Authority
 52% support for funding a portion of the costs of the Stewart Island wharves and jetties from

local rates (up to 10%) and a district-wide rate (up to 30%) and other sources including visitor
levy (up to 20%) and fees and charges (60-70%)
 43% support for funding a portion of the costs of the Te Anau Airport Manapouri (excluding

the existing loan repayments) from a district-wide rate with the level of support split between
up to 15% and up to 30%
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 requests to change the urban and rural rating areas for the Fiordland Community Board rate

and stormwater serviced and unserviced rates related to Patience Bay and Milford.
39

Council considered the feedback and made changes to the proposed differential rating areas for
the Fiordland Community Board rate. Council also signalled that it would retain the proposal for
general rate funding (low band) for the airport activity, but set this at 0% until a long-term
business case and development plan for the airport is considered by Council that clarifies the
district benefit of the activity.

40

Representatives of the Fiordland Community Board have been informed of Council’s decision to
establish a semi-urban rating area for the board area (refer to map 220 in attachment B).
Costs and funding

41

As has been outlined to Council previously, the draft policy would impact both the selection of
funding mechanisms and the quantum to be funded from each tool, for each activity.

42

The consultation material highlighted the financial impact of the proposed changes using the
2020/2021 rate information for comparative purposes.

43

The additional changes made by Council during deliberations will have a minor impact on rates
for the Fiordland Community Board urban, rural and semi-urban (new) areas. 123 rating units
have been moved from the Fiordland Community Board urban rate to a new Fiordland
Community Board semi-urban rate. The table below shows the movement and the impact on the
2020/2021 rate used in the consultation material.
Fiordland Community Board Rate - Differential

Urban (x 1.0)
Rural (x 0.25)
Semi-Urban (x 0.5)

Indicative Rate 2020/2021 (excluding GST)
Original Rate
Revised Rate

$206
$52
N/A

$212
$53
$106

44

Setting the general rate contribution for the Te Anau Airport Manapouri at $0 will mean that
there will be no rate contribution from properties outside of the Fiordland Community Board
area towards the activity. This means there will be no change to how the activity is currently
funded and rated for. Any proposals to provide a general rate contribution in the future will most
likely be progressed as part of the relevant annual or long term plan process.

45

The revised policy and rating approach will form the basis on which the rating information
contained within the LTP consultation document and associated supporting information will be
prepared.

46

The new rates will be applied from 1 July 2021 once the LTP and associated funding impact
statement has been adopted.
Policy implications

47

The LGA requires that councils include their Revenue and Financing Policy in the LTP. The
funding of operating and capital expenses for each LTP activity must comply with the sources (and
bands) set in the policy.

48

The resulting changes to the way activities are funded and how rates will be set will be incorporated
into the LTP funding impact statement.
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49

The previous section explains the financial impact of the changes resulting from the submissions
which will flow through into the LTP consultation document and supporting information
(including the funding impact statement).

50

With the LTP consultation document still being finalised for audit, if there are significant
unexpected changes to funding or expenditure levels that would impact the proposed funding
mix, there may be a need to further review the policy and proposed rating approach in
conjunction with the LTP.
Analysis
Options Considered

51

Council could choose to
Option 1 - Adopt the draft Revenue and Financing Policy (as attached to this report) and
confirm the rating approach for the LTP consultation document; or
Option 2 - Adopt a different form of Revenue and Financing Policy and rating approach.
Analysis of Options
Option 1 Adopt the draft Revenue and Financing Policy and confirm the rating

approach for the LTP consultation document
Advantages

Disadvantages

 provides clarity and certainty about the

 while there are a number of options

 introduces consistency in how local

 may not reflect some community views.

funding sources that Council will use to
fund its activities and how it will set rates as
part of Council’s financial management
obligations and ensuring financial prudence
and sustainability
activities are rated across the district and
reflects the new community board areas

available to fund Council activities, no
significant disadvantages to the overall
approach proposed in the draft policy
and approach to rating have been
identified

 simplifies the approach to rating
 provides some flexibility for how activities

are funded to enable Council to respond to
unexpected circumstances

 achieves legislative compliance and reflects

legislative funding principle.

 the draft policy and approach to rating has

been developed with input from community
boards and the community. The approach
received general support during the
development and consultation phases with
some changes suggested. Council has
subsequently considered this feedback and
proposed amendments to the draft policy
and rating approach where this was
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considered to be appropriate after
considering the overall community impact.
Option 2 Adopt a different form of Revenue and Financing Policy and rating
approach
Advantages

Disadvantages

 would give clarity on Council’s preferred

 key amendments to the draft policy and

approach.

approach to rating have been carefully
considered by staff and elected members
and have received general support
during consultation. Any additional
changes would likely require further
resources to process and would delay
the adoption of the policy and require
consultation to undertaken in
conjunction with the LTP in order to
achieve legislative compliance to include
the policy in the adopted LTP

 it may appear Council is reluctant to

make a decision on this matter.
Assessment of significance
52

The draft policy is a fundamental policy of Council. It determines how Council collects revenue
and funds activities, services and assets.

53

In relation to Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy, the decision Council is being asked
to make in this report is likely to have an impact on all ratepayers in the district as a result of the
changes to the general rate, new community board rates and stormwater rate and on Stewart Island
Rakiura ratepayers as a result of the new SIESA rate. However, the financial impact will differ for
specific properties depending on their location and how their current rates are comprised. Some
properties will have an increase in rates and others will have a decrease in rates. Given that the
changes largely relate to local activities that make up around just 7% of Council’s total rates, the
impact is considered to be relatively minor overall and the financial impacts have been considered
in detail during the development and consultation over the proposed approach.

54

The significance of the decision being made is heightened as this is the point that Council actually
adopts the draft policy, and confirms its policy approach. Staff see it as appropriate that Council
consider this decision to be significant as it is deciding on how its activities should be funded in
the future.

55

Council has undertaken a thorough review of its policy and complied with the legislative
requirements for making significant decisions as required by LGA s.82, s.82A and s 3.10 of the
Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy. This has included identifying all reasonably
practicable options and assessing the options in terms of their advantages, disadvantages, and
financial implications and the extent and type of community engagement.
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Recommended option
56

It is recommended that Council proceed with Option 1 and adopt the draft Revenue and Financing
Policy and confirm the rating approach for the LTP consultation document.
Next steps

57

If Council adopts the amended policy, the policy and associated rate funding impact statement
(which will include the more detailed description of how the new rates will be set) and updated
rating boundary maps will be included in the material for audit related to the LTP 2031.

58

The policy will determine how Council collects revenue and funds activities, services and assets.

59

A copy of the final policy and rate funding impact statement will be included in the LTP 2031 for
adoption in June 2021 and be used to set rates from 1 July 2021.

60

Staff would also write to the people who submitted informing them of the Council’s decisions and
policy adoption.

Attachments
A
B
C
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Audit NZ Engagement Letter for the 2021-2031 Long
Term Plan
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:

R/21/1/1604
Emma Strong, Project Accountant
Anne Robson, Chief Financial Officer

☒ Decision

☐ Recommendation

☐ Information

Purpose
1

To seek Council approval for the signing of the audit arrangements letter for the 2021-2031 Long
Term Plan.

Executive Summary
2

Audit New Zealand requires Council to approve the terms of engagement that enables them to
conduct the audit on behalf of the Auditor-General of the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan.

3

Audit New Zealand is the representative of the Auditor-General, who is the auditor of all “public
entities”, including Southland District Council under section 14 of the Public Audit Act 2001.

4

Council is being asked to accept the terms as set out in the letter and delegate the Mayor to sign
the letter on Councils behalf.

5

The audit engagement letter is included in Attachment A, this outlines roles and responsibilities,
audit scope and objectives, the audit approach to be taken, the areas of audit emphasis, logistics
and fees.

6

Audit New Zealand’s 2021-31 LTP information and documentation requirements letter is included
in Attachment B. Council staff will work with Audit staff to set the agreed deliverables and dates
to ensure and efficient and effective audit.
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Recommendation
That the Council:
a)

-2031 Long
21 January 2021.

b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant in terms of
Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of the Local
Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this decision; and in
accordance with Section 79 of the act determines that it does not require further
information, further assessment of options or further analysis of costs and benefits
or advantages and disadvantages prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Agrees to accept the terms, scope, approach, areas of audit emphasis,
arrangements and fees as set out in the 2021-2031 Long Term audit engagement
letter attached.

e)

Agrees to delegate authority to the Mayor to sign the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan
audit engagement letter as attached including any amendments agreed at this
meeting and any minor amendments made subsequent to this meeting.

Background
7

The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan audit
engagement letter received from Audit NZ.

8

The Auditor General has appointed Audit NZ to carry out the audit of the Southland District
Council for the Long Term Plan.

9

The audit engagement letter outlines:
•

the terms of the audit engagement and the nature, and responsibilities of the governing
body

•

the audit scope and objectives

•

the approach taken to complete the audit

•

the areas of audit emphasis

•

the audit logistics and

•

the professional fees.

10

The key deliverables by the auditors will be the production of two separate reports on the
consultation document and the LTP. Both reports will comment on whether the Council
documents give effect to section 93B and 93(6) of the Act and the quality of the information and
assumptions underlying both these documents.

11

The key areas of audit emphasis will be

7.5

-

The impact of the economic downturn caused by Covid-19 on the Council’s forecasts

-

The financial strategy and infrastructure strategy
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12

-

The assumptions underlying Council’s financial forecasts

-

The climate change assumptions

-

The quality of asset-related forecasting information

Council staff will work with Audit NZ staff to set agreed deliverables and dates in relation to
Audit New Zealand’s 2021-31 LTP information and documentation requirements letter attached
to this report.
Estimated audit hours

13

Overall, Audit NZ estimate the following hours will be required to carry out the audit (compared
to that budgeted for the 2021-31 Long Term Plan):
Audit team members
Appointed Auditor
Audit Manager
Other Staff
Sector specialist support
Staff not yet CA qualified
Total audit hours

2018
LTP 2021
LTP Increase/(Decrease)
audit hours
audit hours
50
80
30
105
100
(5)
168
100
(68)
17
25
8
270
320
50
610
625
15

Proposed Timeline
14

Council and audit staff have been working through the timeline to 30 June 2021 to ensure
resourcing needs can be met on both sides to complete the document within the statutory timelines.
Any updates to the timeline proposed below will be given at the Council meeting. At this stage
Audit NZ have confirmed the dates for the initial audit of between the 25 January and the 26
February 2021.
22 January 2021

Sending the self-assessment to Audit NZ

25 January- 5 February Interim audit visit to:
2021
•
Understand the control environment
•
Review and test systems
•
Review the systems and process supporting the new
mandatory Department of Internal Affairs performance
measures.
9 - 26 February 2021

Second audit visit, with the consultation document ready for
review

1-2 March 2021

Audit opinion on the consultation document
Draft management report on consultation document

March 2021

Final Management letter received on the consultation document

17 May – 4 June 2021

Third audit visit with the LTP document ready for review

June 2021

Audit opinion on adopted LTP given

7.5
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Appendix B sets out in detailed documentation requirements for each of the steps above along
with the expected delivery date.
Issues and discussion
15

The purpose of an audit is to provide an objective independent examination of the financial
statements, which increases the value and credibility of the financial statements produced by
management and the public, thus increasing user confidence in the financial statements. As such,
it is in Council’s interest for Audit NZ to define the audit programme of work but equally
important for Council to have input into that process.

16

Council staff have no issues with the content of the audit engagement letter attached.

17

Section two of the letter outlines the scope of the audit and describes that in reaching an opinion
on the consultation document and the Long Term Plan, the focus will be in two parts. The first
will be assessing that both documents meets their statutory purpose and the second will be to
obtain evidence about the quality of the information and assumptions underlying the information
contained in both documents.

18

In deciding what to include in the consultation document, Council must have regards to its
significance & engagement policy and the importance of other matters to the district and its
communities.
Factors to Consider
Legal and Statutory Requirements

19

Council has responsibility for preparing the consultation document and LTP, by applying the
Council’s own assumptions, in accordance with the Local Government Act 2002 (the Act) and in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practise in New Zealand. Key sections of the Act
are listed below.

20

Section 83 (with reference to section 93A) sets out the special consultative procedure that the
Council is required to follow to adopt the consultation document and LTP.

21

Section 93 requires that a local authority, at all times, must have a long term plan.

22

Section 93(6) states that:
The purpose of a long-term plan is to—
(a) describe the activities of the local authority; and
(b) describe the community outcomes of the local authority’s district or region; and
(c) provide integrated decision-making and co-ordination of the resources of the local authority; and
(d) provide a long-term focus for the decisions and activities of the local authority; and
(e) provide a basis for accountability of the local authority to the community

23

Section 93B states that
The purpose of the consultation document is to provide an effective basis for public participation in local
authority decision-making processes relating to the content of a long-term plan by—
(a) providing a fair representation of the matters that are proposed for inclusion in the long-term plan, and
presenting these in a way that—
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(i) explains the overall objectives of the proposals, and how rates, debt, and levels of service might be affected;
and
(ii) can be readily understood by interested or affected people; and
(b) identifying and explaining to the people of the district or region, significant and other important issues and
choices facing the local authority and district or region, and the consequences of those choices; and
(c) informing discussions between the local authority and its communities about the matters in paragraphs (a)
and (b).
24

Section 93C(4), states that:
The consultation document must contain a report from the auditor general on
(a) Whether the consultation document effect to the purpose set out in section 93B and
(b) The quality of the information and assumptions underlying the information provided in the
consultation document.

25 Section 93C(5) states that:
The report under subsection (4) must not comment on the merits of any policy content of the consultation
document.
26

Section 93G states that:
Before adopting a consultation document under section 93A, the local authority must prepare and adopt
the information that,
(a) Is relied on by the content of the consultation document adopted under Section 93A and
(b) Is necessary to enable the Auditor-General to give the reports required by sections 93C(4) and
93D(4) and

27

(c) Provides the basis for the preparation or amendment of the long term plan
Section 94 states that:
(1) The long term plan must contain a report from the Auditor-General on
(a) Whether the plan gives effect to the purpose set out in section 93(6) and
(b) The quality of the information and assumptions underlying the forecast information provided in
the plan.
(2) In the case of an amended long term plan the report under section (1) must contain a report by the
Auditor-General confirming or amending the report made when the long term plan was adopted.
(3) A report under subsection (1) must not comment on the merits of any policy content of the plan.

28

Section 111, outlines that all financial information must comply with generally accepted
accounting practice.
Community Views

29

The appointment of an auditor is a statutory requirement and does not require separate
community consultation.
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Costs and Funding

30

The cost associated with the audit of 2021-2031 Long Term Plan is proposed at $91,600 plus
GST and disbursements. The 2018-2028 Long Term Plan was $85,000 plus GST and
disbursements. The increase is equivalent to 8%, not taking into account the change in overall
hours and relevant resourcing which is calculated at a 2.5% increase in hours(625 hours
compared to 610 in 2018).
Policy Implications

31

There are no policy implications.
Analysis
Options Considered
Option 1 - Accept and sign the audit letter, with any minor changes to be made
Advantages




Allows the Long Term Plan process to
continue as proposed.
Confirms the auditing process,
responsibilities and key areas of emphasis.

Disadvantages


None, unless Council requires clarification
and this is not sought before signing.

Option 2 - Request clarification, inclusion or amendment of any issue in the audit
letter before accepting it
Advantages


Council is able to seek the clarification it
requires or discuss the inclusion or
amendment of any issue it would like
incorporated into the audit.

Disadvantages


Could delay the audit process if Council
and Audit New Zealand cannot agree to
appropriate arrangements.

Assessment of Significance
32

The decision being made in this report is whether Council should agree to the audit engagement
proposal as presented by Audit NZ. Given the administrative nature of this matter it is not
considered significant in terms of Council’s Significance Policy.
Recommended Option

33

Option 1 - Accept and sign the audit engagement letter, with any minor changes to be made.
Next Steps

34

If accepted, staff will arrange for the Mayor to sign.

35

Council staff will continue to compile the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan, recognising the terms of
the engagement letter.

Attachments
A
B
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Audit New Zealand’s 2021-31 LTP information and documentation requirements
SOUTHLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Information required

Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

So we can understand and
assess the District Council’s
planning processes and plan our
workflows.

As soon as possible so we can populate
key sign-off dates and deliverables into
the audit arrangements letter.

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

Audit planning phase
The District Council’s
timetable

Signed audit
arrangements letter

To agree expectations, fee and
timeframes.

Description of the District
Council’s higher level
planning processes (from
self-assessment plus
discussions)

So we can assess the robustness
of the District Council’s overall
LTP preparations processes.

7.5

Attachment B

We also need this information to plan our
resourcing of the audit given the major
impact of LTP audits on our organisation.

Initial phase of Audit’s engagement with
the District Council.
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Information required

Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

Description of the state
of progress in updating
the District Council’s
AMPs and in particular a
description of the
significant issues/
changes that have arisen
since 2015

So we can understand the state
of the District Council’s
knowledge about its assets and
the robustness of the forecasts
that flow from the AMPs.

Initial phase of Audit’s engagement with
the District Council as the AMPs drive the
large and critical service components of
the LTP.

Description of the District
Council’s processes for
preparing its forecasts
(including its QA process)
for non-asset based
activity forecasts

So we can assess the robustness
of the District Council’s overall
financial forecasting processes.

Initial phase of Audit’s engagement with
the District Council as our audit approach
is built on our assessment of the
robustness of the District Council’s
forecasting processes.

Financial model

We need to understand the
functionality and controls in the
model which applies the key
forecasting assumptions to the
raw forecasts from the planning
and budgeting and the AMPs.

7.5

Attachment B

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

If they are not sufficiently robust then
there will likely be issues for our audit
opinion.
This could be done at an early stage,
potentially even before we commence
our work on the consultation document
(CD) phase of the audit.
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Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

Key assumptions drive the LTP
and are important to our
assessment and understanding
of the District Council’s
forecasts.

Early advice on the nature (completeness)
of assumptions as part of the initial phase
of Audit’s engagement with the District
Council. This advice should cover all the
key assumptions, including (at least) all
the “must have” assumptions in the
SOLGM guidance – “Dollars and Sense2021.”

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

CD audit phase
Underlying assumptions

Support for the assumptions actually
applied is required as part of our audit of
the CD.
The impact of Covid-19

7.5

Attachment B

We need to be aware of any
such impacts on District
Council’s activity so we can
factor them into our planned
audit approach and
expectations.

Early advice will enable us to identify any
areas we need to focus on and set our upfront expectations for the analytical work
we perform as part of our audit.
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Information required

Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

The impact of and
responses to climate
change

We need to be aware of any
such impacts on the District
Council’s activity so we can
factor them into our planned
audit approach and
expectations.

Early advice will enable to identify, as part
of our planning, any key impacts and / or
initiatives we wish focus on as part of our
audit.

The OAG has signalled to the
sector and auditors that climate
change impacts must be more
explicit than in previous LTPs
and should better reflect
available data on forecast
climate change impacts.

7.5

Attachment B

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

As part of the information provided,
please identify the key underlying sources
of climate change data used (eg, MfE’s
“Climate change projections for New
Zealand” and “Coastal Hazards and
Climate Change – Guidance for local
government” documents or data from
other sources such as NIWA or work
commissioned by the District Council.
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Information required

Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

Financial Strategy (FS)

To assess how well the FS
communicates the District
Council’s financial strategy in
terms of:

As with the infrastructure strategy, we
expect the FS to be available early in the
process as it provides the high level,
long-term context for the District
Council’s financial policies and forecasts.

7.5

Attachment B



The financial position
the District Council is
starting in and what
position it is aiming to be
in at the end of the LTP
period.



The funding approach
and implications to
achieve the position on
key elements of the
District Council’s financial
strategy – particularly
investments, debt and
rates?

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date
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Relevance to our audit



Timing considerations

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

How the District Council
has taken into account
current and future
ratepayers when
considering the funding
of services and asset
purchases.

We also assess the financial
prudence (including balanced
budget) of the financial
strategy.
Infrastructure Strategy
(IS)

7.5
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To assess the IS which provides
a long-term perspective on the
District Council’s infrastructure
which is:



Visionary – tells the story
about where the District
Council is, where it
expects to be, and how it
intends to get there.



Realistic – includes
assumptions and
disclosures that are
relevant and achievable.

As with the FS, we expect the IS to be
available early in the process as it
provides the high level, long-term context
for the District Council’s infrastructural
assets which contribute the majority of
the District Council’s forecast expenditure
and deliver core services to the
community.
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Relevance to our audit



AMPs

Timing considerations

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

Relational – creates the
right debate and is
credible because it
connects to financial
strategy and other
relevant influences.

The AMPs identify the key
issues that drive the District
Council’s IS and also provide the
financial forecasts for the asset
based activities. They also
provide the underlying
information for a large portion
of the District Council’s financial
forecasts.

As with the FS, we expect the updated
AMPs to be available early in the process.
We use the information in and from the
AMPs to understand the key issues facing
the District Council and also to assess the
proposed levels of service and financial
forecasts in both the IS and the LTP.

Also provides the underlying
information on which the 30
year forecasts in the FS are
built.
Full financial forecasts

7.5

Attachment B

We need these so we can:



understand the overall
financial context for the
CD; and



assess the robustness of
the financial forecasts in
the LTP.

We require the financial model,
populated with full financial forecasts, at
least two, weeks before sign-off on our
CD audit.
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Information required

Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

Funding and Financial
policies

To assess their alignment with
the FS and their prudence.

As with the FS, we expect these to be
available early in the process as they
provide the framework for the District
Council’s financial forecasts.

Draft performance
framework

We are required to form a view
about whether the District
Council has complied with its
performance reporting
obligations as set out in the
Local Government Act 2002.

We need a clear understanding of the
proposed levels of service (and, in
particular, significant proposed changes)
in the LTP before we complete our audit
of the CD. However, a complete draft
performance framework is not required
at this stage.

We assess whether the forecast
performance report:

7.5

Attachment B



constitutes an adequate
performance reporting
framework;



provides an adequate
basis for presenting
fairly, in all material
respects, the
performance of the
District Council; and

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

It would be helpful, however, to at least
have a reasonable understanding of the
proposed structure and format of the
performance framework at this stage.
We will need to have substantially
completed our work on the performance
framework by the time the Council
completes its consideration of
submissions.
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Relevance to our audit



Timing considerations

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

complies with generally
accepted accounting
practice.

For key performance measures
we also assess whether the
District Council has adequate
systems and controls in place to
appropriately record and report
its performance.
Significance and
engagement policy

7.5
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We need to understand how
the Council has approached the
task of applying its significance
and engagement policy, and
how it has considered the
importance of other matters in
deciding what to include in the
consultation document. This
will help inform our assessment
of whether the CD achieves its
statutory purpose.

We expect this to be available early in the
process as it provides the basis for the
Council determining the significant issues
it wishes to consult on with its
community.
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Information required

Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

Draft Consultation
Document (CD)

Our audit opinion on the CD
provides assurance to the
community:

At the commencement of our fieldwork
we will need a clear understanding of
what the Council has identified as the key
consultation issues. Where appropriate
this should also cover those choices for
the community to consider which the
Council has identified.

Final version of (CD)

7.5

Attachment B



that the CD gives effect
to the purpose set out in
section 93B; and



on the quality of the
information and
assumptions underlying
the information provided
in the consultation
document.

Our audit opinion on the final
version of the CD must be
included in the document that
goes out for consultation.

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

We will need a good complete draft CD at
least weeks before we sign off on the CD
audit.

The Local Government Act 2002 does not
specify that the Council needs to make a
formal resolution to adopt the (audited)
CD. However, the Council must approve
the CD before we can issue our audit
opinion.
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Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

We need to review a complete
draft as soon as possible to
avoid last minute issues.

While the LTP document is not a
pre-requisite for us to complete our CD
audit, ideally we would have cleared
much of the draft LTP document at the CD
audit phase.

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date

LTP audit phase
Draft LTP
(pre-consultation
version)

In June there will be a compressed
timeframe within which most local
authorities will be finalising their LTPs
after their consultation. This will put
significant pressure on our staff
resources. Therefore we will need to have
substantially cleared all aspects of our
audit work on the draft LTP document
prior to the final, post-consultation,
version being prepared.
A schedule of all changes
arising from consultation,
along with a description
of how and where these
have impacted the LTP

7.5

Attachment B

So we can follow the changes
arising from consultation
through the final version of the
LTP.

After the Council has confirmed the
changes arising from consultation (if any)
and management has flowed these
changes through the document.
We will need at least one week
(depending on the extent of changes)
between receiving this schedule of
changes and the final LTP and our sign off
on the LTP audit. As noted above, our
audit sign off needs to be before the
Council formally adopts the LTP.
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Information required

Relevance to our audit

Timing considerations

Supporting information
for changes and how
they have impacted the
LTP

So we can assess the
reasonableness of the changes.

After the Council has confirmed its
changes and management has updated
the document to fully reflect the effect of
these changes.

Final version of LTP

So we can issue our audit
opinion for inclusion as part of
the document.

Our audit opinion is issued after the
Council has finalised the content of the
LTP document but before the Council
formally adopts the LTP.

7.5

Attachment B

Agreed deliverables

Agreed date
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Draft Accounting Policies for the Long Term Plan 2031
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:

R/21/1/2026
Sheree Marrah, Financial Accountant
Anne Robson, Chief Financial Officer

☒ Decision

☐ Recommendation

☐ Information

Purpose
1

To discuss and approve the draft accounting policies to be used to compile the Long Term Plan
2031, which will be adopted in June 2021.

Executive Summary
2

The accounting policies (Attachment A) set the basis on which the Long Term Plan 2031 is
prepared and the financial information compiled. For the Long Term Plan 2031, Council staff
are recommending the accounting policies adopted by Council for its 2019/2020 Annual Report,
updated for necessary changes given that these financial statements include prospective financial
information, be used.

3

This recommendation is based on there being no changes to relevant accounting standards by the
New Zealand Accounting Standards Board or changes to Councils operations.

4

These accounting policies were considered and endorsed by the Finance and Assurance
committee at its meeting on 15 December 2020.

Recommendation
That the Council:
a)
dated 21 January 2021.
b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant in terms of
Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of the Local
Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this decision; and in
accordance with Section 79 of the Act determines that it does not require further
information, further assessment of options or further analysis of costs and benefits
or advantages and disadvantages prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Approves the accounting policies detailed in Attachment A, for use in the Long
Term Plan 2031.
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Background
5

All councils are required by legislation to adopt a Long Term Plan (LTP) and review it every
three years. The LTP sets out Council’s activities, plans, budgets and policies and must be
adopted before the beginning of the first year it relates to, having used a special consultative
procedure to consult with the community. Council are currently developing the LTP 2031 which
covers the period 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2031.

6

In considering the appropriate accounting policies to be used for the LTP it is deemed
appropriate to use, as a starting point, those adopted by Council as part of it’s 2019/2020 Annual
Report and updated for necessary changes given that these financial statements include
prospective financial information.

7

The recommendation in this report is based on the expectation that there will be no changes to
relevant accounting standards by the New Zealand Accounting Standards Board or changes to
Councils operations for the ten years of the plan.
(i)

Issues

8

In considering the appropriate accounting policies for Council adoption for the Long Term Plan
2031, Council staff have reviewed the policies used by Council in preparation of the 2019/2020
Annual Report and updated for any necessary changes. The accounting policies have also been
compared to both the LTP 2018-2028 and 2020/2021 Annual Plan. The recommended policies
are consistent (as appropriate) with these three documents. All changes are noted in orange or
green text in Attachment A.

9

The key changes are as follows:

10

Page 1 of Attachment A includes the necessary disclosures for prospective financial information
which is only required for Annual Plans/LTPs and therefore was not required in the Annual
Report, this is consistent with the 2020/2021 Annual Plan and LTP 2018-2028.

11

During the 2019/2020 Annual Report, Council were required to adopt a number of new
standards in relation to consolidation and accounting for investments in associates and joint
ventures. The accounting policies in the annual report were updated to reflect these change in
accounting policies and the updated policy wording is included on page 11 of Attachment A in
green text.

12

Other than the above, references to financial statements and surplus/deficit in the policies have
been updated to read prospective financial statements and forecast surplus/deficit.
Factors to Consider
Legal and Statutory Requirements

13

Section 93 of the Local Government Act 2002 requires the Council to prepare and adopt a Long
Term Plan. Subsection 93 (8) states the LTP should include any detail that the local authority
considers to be appropriate.

14

Section 111 of the Local Government Act states that any information to be prepared must be in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practice where the information is of a form or
nature for which generally accepted accounting practice has developed standards, however this
do not apply to the preparation of a funding impact statement.
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15

The accounting polices form the basis on which the prospective financial information is
prepared, and thus it is considered appropriate that these be included in the LTP.
Community Views
Costs and Funding

16

There are no direct cost implications of Council adopting the accounting policies for the Long
Term Plan 2031.
Policy Implications

17

Council has by way of Section 6.1 of the Finance and Assurance Committee’s terms of reference
delegated to the committee to consider and make recommendations to Council in regards to
accounting treatments, changes in generally accepted accounting practice and new accounting and
reporting requirements.

18

The Finance and Assurance Committee endorsed the attached accounting policies for the use in
the Long Term Plan 2031 at its meeting on 15 December 2020.
Analysis
Options Considered

Analysis of Options
Option 1 Approves the accounting policies with any amendments from this meeting for use
in preparation of the Long Term Plan 2031.
Advantages


Policies are is consistent with 2019/2020
Annual Report, 2020/2021 Annual Plan
and Long Term Plan 2018-2028



Simplified more efficient approach



The Long Term Plan can continue to be
prepared in line with the planned timetable.

Disadvantages


None identified

Option 2 Do not approve the accounting policies as presented
Advantages


7.5

Changes can be made to the accounting
policies to incorporate the Council’s views.

Disadvantages


More complex approach for potentially
minimal benefit



Different approach to 2019/2020 Annual
Report, 2020/2021 Annual Plan and Long
Term Plan 2018-2028



The Long Term Plan process may be
delayed depending on the time needed to
provide the necessary information
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Assessment of Significance
19

In terms of Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy, the accounting policies which form
part of the Long Term Plan are not considered significant.
Recommended Option

20

Option one - Approves the accounting policies with any amendments from this meeting for use
in preparation of the Long Term Plan 2031.
Next Steps

21

The accounting policies (incorporating any changes agreed at this meeting) will be used in
preparation of the Long Term Plan 2031.

Attachments
A
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Participation in the Local Government Funding Agency
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:

R/21/1/1262
Anne Robson, Chief Financial Officer
Cameron McIntosh, Chief Executive

☐ Decision

☒ Recommendation

☐ Information

Purpose
1

The purpose of this report is to discuss the merits and process associated with joining the Local
Government Funding Agency (LGFA) and to recommend that Council participate in the LGFA
and proceed to undertake public consultation in relation to this.

Executive Summary
2

The LGFA was created in 2011 by a group of New Zealand Local Authorities (80%) and the
Crown (20%) to enable local authorities to borrow at lower interest margins than potentially is
otherwise unavailable. Currently there is 71 participating Councils, with $11.9billion borrowed by
the local authority sector.

3

The key reason to join is the opportunity for Council to get lower interest rates than would be
available from other methods. It is estimated that Council will save 1% in interest charges or
$10,000 per $1million of borrowing.

4

Council can participate in the LGFA in three ways, as a shareholding participating Council, as a
guaranteeing participating Council or as a non-guaranteeing participating Council.

5

A non-guaranteeing participating Council has the lowest risk however it is limited to $20million
of borrowing and pays a higher interest rate.

6

A guaranteeing participating Council is required to guarantee the financial obligations of the
LGFA but gets lower interest rates than a non-guaranteeing and if it gets a credit rating can
potentially get lower rates again.

7

All borrowings and the guarantee, if applicable will be secured by a charge over Council’s rates.

8

Even if Council joins LGFA, Council is still free to undertake all, some or no borrowings from
the LGFA in the future.

9

In any case if the Council decides to proceed with joining the LGFA, it needs to undertake public
consultation. This is because in certain circumstances the 1.6% of borrowers notes it agrees to
take as part of borrowing from the LGFA may be converted into equity in the LGFA. At this
point the LGFA will become a council controlled trading organisation. Under the Local
Government Act (2002) before Council establishes or becomes a shareholder in a Council
controlled organisation it must consult.

10

As at 30 June 2020, Council had no external debt and $35.3million of internal loans borrowed
against the reserve funds held. The 2018-28 LTP indicates external loans will peak at
$15.8million whilst internal loans will be $60.7million. Council and the Finance & Assurance
Committee has previously indicated that it would be desirable to look at changing the current
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Council approach of internally borrowing against its reserve funds and undertake all borrowings
externally given the low interest rates available through the LGFA. The resulting inwards cash of
up to $45million would then see reserves invested externally rather than used to fund capital
projects internally. Given this level of cash the current investment policy would mean that
investments other than bank deposits would be required.
11

If Council was looking to undertake all borrowings externally, including those currently internally
borrowed, it would also be appropriate to note this in the public consultation document.

12

At the December 2020 Finance & Assurance Committee, the Committee had a robust discussion
over this report especially the benefits and risks of becoming a participating Council. The
majority agreed to recommend to Council that it consult over becoming a guaranteeing
participating Council, acknowledging the need for Council to become a party to a deed of
guarantee and an equity commitment deed for the financial obligations of the LGFA.

Recommendation
That the Council:
a)
dated 21 January 2021.
b)

Determines that this matter or decision be recognised as not significant in terms of
Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2002.

c)

Determines that it has complied with the decision-making provisions of the Local
Government Act 2002 to the extent necessary in relation to this decision; and in
accordance with Section 79 of the Act determines that it does not require further
information, further assessment of options or further analysis of costs and benefits
or advantages and disadvantages prior to making a decision on this matter.

d)

Agrees to proceed to public consultation on Council joining the Local Government
Funding Agenda as a Guaranteeing Participating Council.

Background
13

The LGFA was created in 2011 by a group of New Zealand Local Authorities and the Crown to
enable local authorities to borrow at lower interest margins than would otherwise be available.

14

Currently there are 71 participating Councils in the LGFA who have lent to date $11.9billion to
the local authority sector. Of the 71 Councils involved in the scheme, 59 are guarantors.

15

The LGFA was set up to support the local government sector access debt funding easily. At the
time the market, pricing, length of funding term and other terms and conditions varied
considerably across the sector and were less than optimal. At the time some Councils were
releasing bonds to the market as and when required however many found this process was
complicated and the timeframes weren’t meeting some Council’s needs.

16

The creation of the LGFA enabled it to gain size and go to the market with a consistent product
as a result of the strong security position of local authorities.
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17

To enable lower interest rates to be accessed by councils, the LGFA requires a high credit rating.
Currently it has achieved AA+ long term from Standard and Poor’s, the same as central
government.
Basic structure of the LGFA

18

The LGFA has been set up as a limited liability company whose shares are held 20% by Central
Government and 80% by 30 local authorities (principal shareholding local authorities). Thus the
LGFA is a Council Controlled Trading Organisation (CCTO).

19

There are three ways to transact with the LGFA as a,

20

a)

Principal Shareholding Local Authority,

b)

Participating Local Authority (guaranteeing), whereby Council agrees to guarantee the
financial obligations of the LGFA. In return Council will pay 0.1% to 0.3% less in interest
costs. Lower rates can be obtained by Council seeking a credit rating, the better the rating
the lower the interest rates. Additionally Council can borrow more than $20million. The
guarantee is by way of security over rates. If Council seeks a credit rating for itself, the
resulting rating

c)

Participating Local Authority (non-guaranteeing), whereby Council does not guarantee the
financial obligations of the LGFA but may only borrow up to $20million and will pay 0.1%
to 0.3% more in interest costs.

Every Council that borrows from the LGFA agrees to commit 1.6% of their total borrowing
back to the LGFA in the form of borrower’s notes. In certain circumstances, particularly where
there is an imminent default by LGFA, these notes may be converted into shares in the LGFA.
LGFA Credit Rating of AA+

21

To grant an AA+ rating, Standard and Poor’s considered the LGFA’s short and long term risk
profile. Short term risk is where payments are not made on time. Long term risk is where
payments are no made at all.

22

Standard & Poor’s, considered for the LGFA that the short term risk is probably more
significant than the long term risk because in the long term Councils can assess and collect
sufficient rates revenue to cover the shortfall but in the short term if Councils don’t have the
funds they can’t collect this quickly.

23

To minimise the short term risk the LGFA have advised they have the following risk mitigation
strategies:

24

-

They hold a certain level of cash and other liquid investments

-

They have a borrowing facility with central government if required.

To minimise the long term risk the LGFA have advised that they have the following risk
mitigation strategies
-

7.6

The LGFA requires all local authorities that borrow from it to secure that borrowing with
a charge over that local authority’s rates revenue.
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-

The LGFA maintains a minimum capital adequacy ratio of 1.6% of its total assets. This is
met from two sources, the initial equity contributed by the principal shareholding local
authorities and every borrowing local authority must contribute 1.6% of the amount that
it borrows from the LGFA as equity, by way of borrower notes, redeemable at the end of
the borrowing term.

-

The Principal shareholding local authorities have subscribed for uncalled capital in an
equal amount to their paid up equity contribution.

-

For those local authorities wishing to borrow more than $20million they need to
participate as guaranteeing local authorities, whereby they guarantee the obligations of the
LGFA.

-

Guaranteeing local authorities commit to contributing additional equity to the LGFA if
there is an imminent risk that the LGFA will default.

-

The LGFA notes that it hedges any exposure to interest rate and foreign currency
fluctuations to ensure that such fluctuations do not significantly affect its ability to meet
its payment obligations.

-

The LGFA notes that it puts in place risk management policies in relation to its
borrowing and lending designed to minimise its risk. For example, it imposes limits on
the percentage of lending that is made to any one local authority to ensure that its credit
risk is suitably diversified.

-

The LGFA notes that it ensures that its operations are run in a way that minimises
operational risk

Issues/Risks
25

Depending on how the Council wants to join the LGFA will influence the risk level it has.

26

Council will need as part of this process to assess if the level of risk mitigation measures noted by
LGFA under para. 22 and 23 are sufficient for it to consider joining and if the LGFA is
appropriately structured and has in place the right checks and balances to ensure compliance and
adjustment where necessary.

27

As noted above when Councils borrow from the LGFA, 1.6% of the amount borrowed must be
returned to the LGFA by way of subscribing for borrower notes. Currently Council will receive a
return on the bonds however it is at the discretion of the LGFA. It is important to note that
should the LGFA default on its financial obligations, the bonds will most likely be the second call
on funds, by their conversion to shares.
Guaranteeing Councils

28

A Guaranteeing Local Authority guarantees the obligations of the LGFA. They are not
guaranteeing individual councils. The guarantee is limited to Councils rates income as a
percentage of the total rates income of all guaranteeing councils in any given year. For the
Southland District Council this is estimated to be 0.73%. This would mean that if the LGFA
made a call of $100million then Council would contribute $730,000. Although the percentage
contribution is limited, the amount of the guarantee call is not and will depend on the level of
default.
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29

Generally a call on the guarantee would be as a result of the LGFA defaulting on its payment
obligations.

30

Where a default occurs the LGFA will first make a call on uncalled capital, where this is
insufficient then a call on the guarantee will be made, which will generally be firstly by converting
the borrowers notes into equity. Should the call on the guarantee still be insufficient to meet the
default requirements a call for equity contributions will be made. The Councils share will be
based on the same basis as noted above. At this point Council would effectively have a
shareholding in the LGFA and it would be a CCTO of Council. It is for this reason that Council
needs to consult with the public if it wants to become a guaranteeing or shareholding local
authority of the LGFA.

31

As a result of becoming a Guaranteeing Council the Council will be entitled to lower interest
rates than if it was a non-guaranteeing council. If Council obtains a credit rating from either
Standard and Poor’s or Finch & Co and this rating is an A+ or higher Council can receive better
interest rates again. The process to obtain a credit rating is estimated to cost $60thousand and
potentially has ongoing annual costs. Council does not have to undertake this at this stage and it
is proposed that it be investigated further in the future. To date 30 Councils participating in the
scheme have obtained a rating. The savings gained depends on the credit rating achieved. Those
who get AA rating the saving is approximately 0.2%, for an AA- rating it would be 0.15% and for
an A+ rating 0.1%.

32

The security for the guarantee will be a charge over Councils ability to rate as security for its
borrowing.
Principal Shareholding Local Authorities (PSLA)

33

Being a principal shareholder gives the Council some rights in relation to the governance of the
LGFA. Part of this is the approval or not of directors fees for the LGFA along with participating
in the direction setting of the company.

34

To become a principal shareholding local authority, Council would need to invest additional
capital into the LGFA to purchase shares as well as recognising an element of uncalled capital.
This investment would provide a return on capital however it would not be paid if the LGFA got
into financial difficulty.

35

Council would also become a Guaranteeing Local Authority.

36

Currently the only way to become a principal shareholding Local Authority is to find a current
PSLA that is prepared to sell some of its shares in the LGFA to Council.
Non-Guaranteeing Local Authority

37

Non-Guaranteeing local authorities do not guarantee the financial obligations of the LGFA but
-

Can only borrow up to $20million

-

the borrowing notes that they commit to as part of the borrowing may be converted to
shares if the LGFA defaults.
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-

Pays a higher rate of interest. Compared to an unrated guarantor (ie: is a guaranteeing
council but has no credit rating) it would pay 0.1% more in interest.

Borrowing Conditions
38

In undertaking borrowing from the LGFA, Council agrees to
-

Provide debenture security in relation to their borrowing from the Company and related
obligations and if relevant, equity commitment liabilities to the Company and if relevant,
guarantee liabilities to a security trustee approved for the Company’s creditors.

-

If the Councils borrowings is at any time equal to or greater than $20million then it is
required to become a party to a deed of guarantee and an equity commitment deed.

-

Issue securities (bonds/floating rate notes/commercial paper) to the Company (ie: not
enter into facility arrangements)

-

Comply with their own internal borrowing policies.

-

Comply with the financial covenants outlined in the following table, provided that:


Unrated Councils or Councils with a long term credit rating lower than ‘A’
equivalent can have bespoke financial covenants that exceed the
o Lending policy covenants outlined in the following table only with the
approval of the board;
o Foundation policy covenants outlined in the following table only with the
approval of an ordinary resolution of shareholders.

7.6

-

Councils with a long term credit rating of ‘A’ equivalent or higher will not be required to
comply with the lending policy covenants in the following table and can have bespoke
financial covenants that exceed the foundation policy covenants outlined in the following
table only with the approval of an ordinary resolution of shareholders.

-

Any Board or Ordinary resolution approval of bespoke financial covenants will only be
provided after a robust credit analysis and any approval must also include bespoke
reporting and monitoring arrangements.
Financial Covenants

Lending Policy
Covenants

Foundation
Policy

Net debt/total
revenue

<175%

<250%

Net interest/total
revenue

<20%

<20%

Net interest/Annual
rates income

<25%

<30%

Liquidity

>110%

>110%
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-

Non-compliance with the financial covenants will either preclude a council from
borrowing from the LGFA or in the case of existing council borrowers trigger an event
of review. An event of default will occur if (among other things) a council fails to meet
an interest or principal payment (subject to grace periods). An event of default will
enable the LGFA to accelerate all loans to the defaulting council.

-

Financial covenants are measured on Council only, not consolidated group.

-

To minimise concentration risk the LGFA will require no more than the greater of
$100million or 33% of a Councils borrowings from the LGFA will mature in any 12
month period.

Council’s future level of borrowings
39

Council’s 2018-2028 Long Term Plan indicated that external borrowing would peak at
$15.8million in 2024/25.

40

Council currently funds its internal loans from cash reserves held. An option for Council is to
separate its borrowing requirements to its investing operations. Using the 2024/25 year of the
Long Term Plan this would result in $61million of external debt and then $45.2 million of
investments.
Councils current approach to borrowing

41

Council currently only externally borrows when it has no cash in the bank.

42

Council currently has $39.7million of reserves (30 June 2020). These reserves are held both by
the district and local boards for various purposes. Examples of Council held district reserves are
the strategic asset reserve of $8.5million and the disaster recovery reserve of $1.4million. Local
communities also hold reserves for various purposes including asset replacement. These reserves
have an equivalent amount of cash.

43

Council also has $35.3million of internal loans (30 June 2020). This is where the district or local
communities have borrowed cash to fund district or local capital projects, principally for
infrastructure. To pay for these an internal loan has been raised.

44

To cash fund the internal loans, Council uses the cash from reserves held and when the internal
loans exceed the cash funds held, external loans are taken out. This method of funding is
generally recognised as the least risky and most accepted method of funding.

45

As part of internal funding Council sets internal interest rates for the internal loans and the
reserves held. For the year ended 30 June 2020, the rate for internal loans was 4.65% and for
reserves held it was 2.42%.

46

If Council was to borrow from the LGFA, interest rates on borrowings will vary but currently for
an unrated council the fixed interest rate for 1 year is 0.56% to 16 years is 2.3%.

47

Current Council investment returns at the banks are between 1.16% for two months and 2.3%
for 3 months. These returns are low risk as the banks must be AA- or better. Council could get
a better return on investment however the level of risk generally increases with the returns.
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48

The Finance & Assurance Committee has indicated previously that given the lower interest rates
of the LGFA that Council should revisit its current policy of internally borrowing and externally
borrow all internal loans. With the resulting cash it should in the short term invest with banks
based on the current investment policy, with a further review of its investment strategy long term.
The reasoning being that Council can make money on the difference between the interest it
receives and the interest it pays.

49

If the Committee does want to change the borrowing approach, it is recommended that the
LGFA consultation document note this possibility. The draft consultation document attached
has been prepared to note this possibility and is highlighted in yellow.

50

Additionally the Investment Policy will need reviewing as currently the policy only allows for up
to $10million per bank with an A-1 rating or better. There are currently only 4 banks with this
rating, so Council can only invest up to $40million in banks before it must look at other
permitted investment activities.

51

At $45million of investments it is recommended that specialist investment advice be sought and
potentially an investment manager contracted to manage the funds.
Finance and Assurance Meeting

52

The Finance & Assurance Committee discussed options around what could be borrowed and
how any funds borrowed to return cash reserve funds as well as discussing in the benefits and
risks involved. Overall the Committee resolved to
d)
e)

f)

Recommends to Council that it participates in the Local Government Funding Agency as
a Guaranteeing Participating Council.
Acknowledges that in recommending to Council that it participate as a Guaranteeing
Participating Council that it recognises it will need to become a party to a deed of
guarantee and an equity commitment deed for the financial obligations of the Local
Government Funding Agency.
Recommends to Council to proceed to public consultation in regards to Council joining
the Local Government Funding Agency.

Councillor Byars requested that his dissenting vote be recorded.
Factors to Consider
Legal and Statutory Requirements

53

Section 56 of the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) requires that before a local authority may
establish or become a shareholder in a council-controlled organisation, the local authority must
undertake consultation in accordance with section 82 of the LGA.

54

If the Council decides to participate in the LGFA in any capacity be it as a shareholder,
guaranteeing or non-guaranteeing it is advised that Council undertake this consultation given that
as noted above there are some circumstances where the borrowing notes may be converted into
shares in the LGFA.

55

As part of joining the LGFA, Council is required to have a debenture trust deed. Council
established one a number of years ago and this would be forwarded to LGFA’s lawyers to ensure
it contained the necessary clauses.
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Community Views

56

As noted previously Council needs to undertake consultation in accordance with section 82 of
the LGA if it wishes to participate in the LGFA. The proposal proposed to be released should
the committee recommend joining the LGFA to Council and Council agrees, is attached to this
paper.
Costs and Funding

57

Currently Council has no long term external borrowings. The borrowings it has needed to date
to fund capital projects has occurred from internally borrowing against its reserves. The level of
internal borrowing at 30 June 2020 was $35.3million, reserves were $39.7million.

58

Council currently has a $5million debt facility with Westpac Bank that enables it to meet its short
term cashflow obligations. This is generally used when Council’s cash commitments exceed the
available cash it has in its daily banking or call account. Finance staff regularly invest surplus
funds for terms it thinks will meet its future daily obligations, sometimes this is not enough. Due
to changing bank regulations it now takes longer to break investments and costs often the
interest earned on these investments to date, as such staff will use the debt facility to bridge these
funding gaps. The debt facility costs 0.4% annually to maintain before interest charges on the
borrowing.

59

Councils 2018-2028 Long Term Plan identified that Council would need to externally borrow
around $15.8million by 2024/25 after utilising its ability to internally loan against reserves held.

60

There are one-off costs associated with joining the LGFA in relation to reviewing the debenture
trust deed, completing the legal documentation etc of approximately $24,000. Although already
paid there will be ongoing costs in relation to the obligations around the debenture trust deed
and its audit of approximately $12,000 plus relevant borrowing costs associated with borrowing
such as interest and principal repayments.
Policy Implications

61

As part of the process to join the LGFA, Council needs to ensure it has the appropriate treasury
policies, namely the Investment and Liability policies reflect the ability of Council to invest in or
borrow from the LGFA as a shareholder, guaranteeing or non-guaranteeing Council.

62

In the 2013-2014 Annual Plan, Council consulted on changes to the Investment and Liability
Policies to allow for investment and borrowing in the LGFA. The statements included below in
italics and were provided to Council by Bancorp staff and remain in Councils current policies.
Council staff will however confirm no changes are necessary.

Investment Policy
Local Government Funding Agency Limited (LGFA)

Despite anything earlier in this Investment Policy, Council may invest in shares and other financial instruments of
the New Zealand LGFA and may borrow to fund that investment. The Council’s objective in making any such
investment will be to:
 obtain a return on the investment; and
 ensure that the LGFA has sufficient capital to become and remain viable, meaning that it continues as a
source of debt funding for the Council.
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Because of this dual objective, Council may invest in LGFA shares in circumstances in which the return on that
investment is potentially lower than the return it could achieve with alternative investments.
If required in connection with the investment, Council may also subscribe for uncalled capital in the LGFA.

Liability Policy
LGFA
Despite anything earlier in this Liability Management Policy, Council may borrow from LGFA and, in connection
with that borrowing, may enter into the following related transactions to the extent it considers necessary or desirable:

63

•

contribute a portion of its borrowing back to the LGFA as an equity contribution to the LGFA.

•

provide guarantees of the indebtedness of other local authorities to the LGFA and of the indebtedness of the
LGFA itself.

•

commit to contributing additional equity (or subordinated debt) to the LGFA if required.

•

subscribe for shares and uncalled capital in the LGFA.

•

secure its borrowing from the LGFA and the performance of other obligations to the LGFA or its creditors
with a charge over the Council’s rates and rates revenue.

The Investment Policy currently states in relation to internal loans.
“Council may utilise surplus funds for the purposes of internal borrowing. Internal borrowing forms a part of the
overall mix of Council investments”
Analysis
Options Considered

64

Council has potentially four options in regards to the Local Government Funding Agency.
Analysis of Options
Option 1 Agree to consult on participating in the LGFA as a Guaranteeing Local Authority
Advantages

Disadvantages



Borrowing at lower interest margins than is
otherwise available through current lending
methods.



Risk of a call being made on Council as a
result of a default by the LGFA operations.



Seen to support a Local Authority driven
solution.



Risk of Council having an equity share in
the LGFA in the future if a default results
in borrowing notes being converted to
equity and/or a call for equity being made.



1.6% of borrowing is converted into
borrowing notes. Although it is expected a
return is given on these it is still at the
LGFA discretion. These are repaid to
Council when the debt is repaid.

Option 2 Agree to consult on participating in the LGFA as a Non-Guaranteeing Local
Authority
Advantages

7.6

Disadvantages
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Borrowing at lower interest margins than is
otherwise available through current lending
methods



Borrowing interest margins will be higher
than if the Council choose to be a
shareholder or guaranteeing local authority.



Seen to support a Local Authority driven
solution.



Risk of Council having an equity share in
the LGFA in the future if a default results
in borrowing notes being converted to
equity and/or a call for equity being made.



Are not guaranteeing the operations of the
LGFA.



1.6% of borrowing is converted into
borrowing notes. Although it is expected a
return is given on these it is still at the
LGFA discretion. These are repaid to
Council when the debt is repaid.



Borrowing limited to $20million

Option 3 Agree to participate in the LGFA as a Principal Shareholding Local Authority
Advantages

Disadvantages



Borrowing at lower interest margins



Risk of a call being made on the guarantee
of the LGFA operations



Seen to support a Local Authority driven
solution.



Risk of Council having an equity share in
the LGFA in the future if a default results
in borrowing notes being converted to
equity and/or a call for equity being made.



Are part of the decision making process of
the LGFA.



1.6% of borrowing is converted into
borrowing notes. Although it is expected a
return is given on these it is still at the
LGFA discretion.



The commitment made to contributing
more capital maybe called.

Option 4 Not participating in the LGFA
Advantages


Should Councils current lender default,
Council has no liability by way of a
guarantee of their operations.



No unquantified guarantee to the LGFA

Disadvantages


Pay higher interest margins

Assessment of Significance
65

This report is not considered significant in terms of Councils Significance and Engagement
Policy.
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66

However, due to section 20 of the LGA, should Council wish to join the LGFA then it would
need to undertake a public consultation in terms of Section 82 of the LGA due to the possibility
that shares in the LGFA may be received by Council in the future. The receipt of these shares
would result in the LGFA becoming a Council Controlled Trading organisation, this requires
public consultation to of occurred.
Recommended Option

67

Option One: Agree to consult on participating in the LGFA as a Guaranteeing Local Authority
Next Steps

68

Council staff finalise and release the consultation document

69

Council considers the feedback and makes its decision

70

We advise the LGFA of our intention to participate and they will start the process by undertaking
a credit analysis of Council.

71

Council staff will complete the application to the LGFA to be noted as an “eligible investor”
under the Securities Act.

72

Provide the LGFA lawyers with a copy of Southland District Councils Debenture Trust Deed
and Registry Agreement. This will be reviewed and amendments sent back to Council.

73

Councils lawyers, registrar and trustee will work through the appropriate actions to the trust deed
liaising with the LGFA lawyers as appropriate.

74

Appropriate Council staff and elected members will be required to sign relevant documents.

75

Council’s lawyers prepare relevant documentation to the LGFA and the LGFA Security Trustee.

76

Approve the Investment & Liability Policy
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Monthly Financial Report - November 2020
Record No:
Author:
Approved by:

R/21/1/1482
Lesley Smith, Management Accountant
Anne Robson, Chief Financial Officer

☐ Decision

☐ Recommendation

☒ Information

Summary
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an overview of the financial results for the
five months to 30 November 2020 by the nine activity groups of Council, as well as the financial
position, and the statement of cash flows as at 30 November 2020.

2.

This report summarises Council’s financial results for the five months to 30 November 2020.

Recommendation
That the Council:
a)

-

21

January 2021.
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Exclusion of the Public: Local Government Official Information
and Meetings Act 1987
Recommendation
That the public be excluded from the following part(s) of the proceedings of this meeting.
C10.1 Taramea Bay Toilet and Wyndham Camping Ground Toilet Replacements Unbudgeted Expenditure Request
C10.2 Great South - Statement of Intent 2021/2022
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for
passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of
the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
General subject of each matter to be
considered

Reason for passing this resolution in
relation to each matter

Ground(s) under section 48(1) for the
passing of this resolution

Taramea Bay Toilet and Wyndham
Camping Ground Toilet
Replacements - Unbudgeted
Expenditure Request

s7(2)(i) - The withholding of the
information is necessary to enable the
local authority to carry on, without
prejudice or disadvantage,
negotiations (including commercial
and industrial negotiations).

That the public conduct of the whole
or the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting would be
likely to result in the disclosure of
information for which good reason
for withholding exists.

Great South - Statement of Intent
2021/2022

s7(2)(a) - The withholding of the
information is necessary to protect
the privacy of natural persons,
including that of a deceased person.

That the public conduct of the whole
or the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting would be
likely to result in the disclosure of
information for which good reason
for withholding exists.

s7(2)(i) - The withholding of the
information is necessary to enable the
local authority to carry on, without
prejudice or disadvantage,
negotiations (including commercial
and industrial negotiations).

In Committee
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